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Ternary structures consisting of hollow g-C3N4 nanofibers/MoS2/sulfur, nitrogen-doped graphene and bulk

g-C3N4 (TCN) were designed as a dual layered film and fabricated using a spin-coating method. The first

ternary structures were spin-coated on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass, followed by spin-coating of

g-C3N4 film to form dual layers. We characterized the microstructural morphologies, chemical

composition/bonding and optical properties of the dual layered film and observed significantly reduced

recombination rates of photo-induced electron–hole pairs due to effective separation of the charge

carriers. We tested methylene blue (MB) photodegradation and observed remarkable MB degradation by

the dual layered film over 5 hours, with a kinetic rate constant of 1.24 � 10�3 min�1, which is about four

times faster than that of bare TCN film. Furthermore, we estimated the H2 evolution of the dual layered

film to be 44.9 mmol over 5 hours, and carried out stable recycling over 45 hours under visible

irradiation. Due to the lower electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) resistance value of the dual

layered film (�50 ohm cm2) compared to the TCN film, the ternary structures and bulk g-C3N4 film were

well-connected as a heterojunction, reducing the resistance at the interface between the film and the

electrolyte. These results indicate that the effective separation of the photo-induced electron–hole pairs

using the dual layered film dramatically improved its photo-response ability under visible light irradiation.
1. Introduction

Photoactive materials have been studied for a wide range of
applications, motivated by severe environmental issues such as
global warming, ne dust, and water pollution.1–3 Historically,
photoactive materials have been identied based on Honda and
Fujishima's 1972 photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting
report, on TiO2 electrodes.4 That study sparked much research
over the last 40 years in various elds, including on purication
of water containing organic pollutants, H2 evolution activity,
and PEC water splitting under sunlight. Many researchers have
studied TiO2 for applications to photocatalytic performance.5–9

For example, Xiang et al. reported that a TiO2 nanocrystal with
layered MoS2/graphene hybrid was synthesized to enhance H2

evolution efficiency under ultraviolet (UV) light.10 Priebe et al.
reported that as-prepared Au–TiO2 catalysts showed higher H2

evolution rates under ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) irradiation
when the deposition–precipitation method was applied during
the synthesis.11 Nevertheless, photocatalysts, which have wide
band gap energies, can only be used in the UV spectrum, which
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represents less than 5% of the solar spectrum.12,13 Thus, band
gap engineering is necessary to enhance the efficiency of pho-
tocatalytic activity within the specic range of the solar
spectrum.

To utilize the visible band spectrum, other photoactive
materials or hetero-combinations could be considered for lab-
scale studies and future commercialization. In our previous
study, one-dimensional hollow graphitic carbon nitride (g-
C3N4), molybdenum disulde (MoS2) and sulfur/nitrogen co-
doped graphene (SNG) were synthesized to respond only in
the visible range via a one-pot hydrothermal method at a rela-
tively low temperature. g-C3N4 is a metal-free polymeric semi-
conductor consisting of earth-abundant elements of carbon/
nitrogen, and is thus environmentally benign.14 The layered
structures of MoS2-exposed sulfur atoms on Mo edges exhibit
good stability, even in strong acids, as well as outstanding
physical, optical and electrical properties.15,16 Sheet-like struc-
tures of graphene are well-known to possess two-dimensional
sp2-hybridized carbon structures with high surface areas, high
electrical conductivity, and good chemical stability,17–19 espe-
cially in the presence of defects due to sulfur or nitrogen
doping.20,21 MoS2 and g-C3N4 are used to reduce electrons and
oxidize holes, respectively, because their electronic properties
well match their conduction and valence bands,.22 Moreover,
SNG has also been used to enlarge active sites, thus accelerating
charge transport.23 Despite these suitable materials, bulk type
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383 | 16375
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catalyst powders still have serious problems because they
agglomerate in aqueous solution, resulting in rapid recombi-
nation rates of photo-induced charge carriers.24,25 Moreover,
a particulate form of photocatalysts tend to decrease the pho-
tocatalytic efficiency due to light scattering or charge recombi-
nation.26 To overcome this, as-synthesized powders were
prepared as a photoanode lm using a simple spin-coating
method, thus improving their photocatalytic activity.

In this study, we spin-coated a dual layered photoanode lm
using a ternary structure of hollow g-C3N4 nanobers (HGCNF)/
SNG/MoS2 followed by bulk g-C3N4 from thiourea precursors
(denoted as TCN) for photo-responsive applications. The
ternary structures were rst spin-coated onto FTO substrates
and the bulk g-C3N4 was then spin-coated onto ternary struc-
tures. Finally, we obtained the dual layered lm and demon-
strated its increased absorption under the visible spectrum; we
also reduced its band gap energy compared to that of bare TCN
lm. To conrm the photo-responsivity of the lm, we carried
out photocatalytic activities, organic pollutant degradation on
methylene blue (MB) and H2 evolution, using the as-prepared
photoanode lms, namely the TCN and dual layered lm,
under visible light irradiation. The dual layered lm achieved
faster pollutant removal, as well as higher H2 production, due to
its heterojunctions of ternary structures and TCN, and is thus
suitable for various photo-responsive applications.
2. Experimental section
2.1 Materials

To supply sulde from molybdenum sulde, SNG, and bulk g-
C3N4, thiourea was purchased from Wako (Japan). Sodium
molybdate (NaMoO4) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Ger-
many). Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and triethanolamine (TEOA)
were purchased from SAM-CHUN (Korea). H2PtCl2 was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) for H2 evolution reactions.
A conductive uorine-doped tin oxide (FTO, 15 mU) substrate
was used as the photoanode lm. Liquion solution was
purchased from Ion Power (USA) to be mixed with powder for
spin-coating. All chemicals were used directly without any
further purication.
2.2 Preparation of catalysts of ternary structures and bulk g-
C3N4

To prepare the ternary structure ofHGCNF/SNG/MoS2, we followed
the synthesis procedure used in our previous study.27 Briey, 0.1 g
of HGCNF were sonicated using an ultra-high sonicator for 30min
in GO solution/distilled water (4 : 96 v/v%). Aerwards, the
dispersion solution was stirred with 0.4 g of Na2MoO4 precursor
for 1 hour. Then, 0.8 g of thiourea precursor was added to the
solution until it had dissolved completely. Aer dissolving,
a hydrothermal process was carried out under the same condi-
tions. Due to the SNG, the obtained product was freeze-dried aer
ltration with distilled water and ethanol. Furthermore, the thio-
urea precursor was used for sintering in a covered crucible at
a temperature of up to 520 �C for 2 hours (5 �C min�1) to produce
bulk g-C3N4. Finally, we fabricated as-prepared black-colored
16376 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383
HGCNF/SNG/MoS2, which we called ternary structures, while the
as-prepared yellow-colored bulk g-C3N4 was called TCN.

2.3 Fabrication of photoanode lms

To fabricate the dual layered photoanode lm using these
catalysts, 0.2 g of ternary structure powder and TCN powder
were prepared separately in 2 mL of Liquion solution until
dissolved completely. Then, 0.5 mL of as-prepared ternary
structure solution was spin-coated on FTO glass (2 cm � 5 cm)
at 2500 rpm for 60 s. and dried in an oven for 2 hours. Aer
drying the lm, 0.5 mL of TCN solution was dropped onto the
as-fabricated ternary structure under the same spin-coating
conditions and dried in the oven for 2 hours. Finally, the
fabricated photoanode lm was sintered at 150 �C for 1 hour
under ambient atmosphere to remove the solvent, aer which
we stabilized the lm. For the comparison, each ternary struc-
ture and TCN solution was separately spin-coated on the FTO
substrate using the same procedure described above.

2.4 Characterization

We differentiated the well-constructed morphologies of the
photoanode lm using eld-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM; model S4800, Hitachi, Japan), focused ion
beam (FIB; model FB-2100, Hitachi, Japan) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM; model JEM-2100F, JEOL, Japan). To
observe the crystalline structure and its properties, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a Cu Ka source (model D/Max-2500/PC;
Rigaku/USA Inc., USA) analysis was carried out on the MoS2
and g-C3N4 phases. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-
IR; model iS10; Thermo Fisher Scientic, UK) and X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) using an Al Ka source (Sigma Probe;
Thermo Fisher Scientic, UK) were used to conrm the formation
of g-C3N4. Then, UV-VIS spectroscopy (model V650; JASCO, Japan)
was used to observe the optical absorbance of the lms so that we
could calculate their band gap energy. Photoluminescence (PL;
SC-100; Dongwoo, Korea) was employed to monitor the recom-
bination rate of the as-prepared lms at 325 nm laser excitation.
All photocatalytic performance tests of transient photocurrents,
Mott–Schottky analysis and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) were carried out using a potentiostat (VersaSTAT 4;
Princeton Applied Research, USA). The photocatalytic degrada-
tion solutions were measured by UV-VIS spectroscopy.

2.5 Photocatalytic performance

Three different photocatalytic experiments were carried out
using the photoanode lms. The PEC measurements of the
transient photocurrent and EIS proceeded under a three-
electrode quartz system with a VersaSTAT 4 potentiostat
(Princeton Applied Research) in 0.5 M Na2SO4. The transient
photocurrent was applied at 1 V of bias potential versus an Ag/
AgCl reference electrode, while chopping the illumination to
study the response of the sample to light. The at band
potential was measured at a potential range of�0.5 to 1 V vs. Ag/
AgCl with selected frequencies and an amplitude of 10 mV in
0.5 M Na2SO4. The electrochemical impedance was measured at
a frequency of 105 to 0.1 Hz with an alternating current (AC)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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amplitude of 20 mV (biased at 1 V). We used MB pollutant to
observe the organic pollutant removal properties of the
samples. Before starting the experiment, 0.02 mM of MB solu-
tion was prepared with distilled water. Then, 90 mL of MB
solution was added to a 100 mL Pyrex glass beaker and the
photoanode lm was clipped with a tweezer to irradiate its
surface. Aer initiating the irradiation, 3 mL of solution was
collected every hour until the degradation was complete. For the
active species, the scavenger test was carried out to study pho-
tocatalytic mechanism. Before starting the degradation, each
scavenger of EDTA (1 mM), t-BuOH (1 mM) and saturated N2

was added into MB solution. Aer stirring the solution, the
photocatalytic activity was proceeded under same condition.
We used a 100 mL Pyrex glass beaker in the same way to
investigate the H2 evolution of photoanode lms. Then, 25 vol%
of trimethylamine (TEOA) in 60 mL of aqueous solution was
added as a hole scavenger. To enhance its properties, we photo-
deposited 1 wt% of platinum (Pt) on the photoanode lm with
UV irradiation for 5 min. Prior to the reaction, the reactor was
sealed with a septum and N2 gas was purged into an aqueous
solution to remove oxygen (O2) from the solution. Aer that,
argon (Ar) gas was purged into the reactor to completely elim-
inate the air. The produced gas was detected using a pulsed
discharge detector (PDD) equipped with gas chromatography
(GC; model 6500GC; YL Instruments, Korea) and helium gas
was employed as a carrier gas. To assess the photocatalytic
performance, a 300W Xe-arc lamp (model 66984; Newport, USA)
was used with a UV cut-off lter (>400 nm). The stability test was
repeated nine times under the same conditions.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Morphology and characterization of photoanode lms

Fig. 1(a)–(c) show SEM images of the surface morphology of the
ternary structures, TCN and dual layered lms. The ternary
Fig. 1 Top view scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) images of (a) ternary
of (d) ternary film, (e) TCN film, (f) and dual layered film (blue dotted line

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
structures were well spin-coated on the FTO substrate with its
fabricated composites (HGCNF, MoS2 and SNG), while TCN lm
was spin-coated onto FTO glass with only bulk g-C3N4 struc-
tures. When the TCN was coated on the ternary structures, the
TCN was entirely wrapped around the ternary structures and
partial HGCNFs were observed, as shown in the top view.
Fig. 1(d)–(f) show cross-sectional images of the FTO substrate,
which we used to assess the coating thickness. The ternary
structures and TCN had thicknesses of 3.99 and 2.34 mm,
respectively. In the case of the dual layered lm, the blue dotted
line shows the separation between the TCN, ternary structures
and FTO. TCN was coated onto the ternary structures along the
dotted curve, indicating its total thickness to be 4.17 mm, while
the ternary structures are shown between the dotted line of the
ternary structures to the dotted curve of the TCN. Furthermore,
the cross-sectional TEM image of dual layered lm was observed
to conrm that heterojunction between ternary structures and
bulk g-C3N4 was well-connected as shown in Fig. S1.† Fig. S1†
indicated that the ternary structures with TCN on the FTO glass,
formed a well-connected heterojunction. According to the
microstructures of these lms, the dual layered lm demon-
strated good formation of ternary structures with bulk g-C3N4

structures (TCN).
The crystalline phases of the as-prepared samples were

observed using XRD analysis, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The peaks
for the crystalline MoS2 patterns appeared at 12.02, 33.34, 38.83
and 58.9�, which are indexed to the (002), (100), (103) and (110)
planes (JCPDS no. 37-1492),28 respectively. In the case of the
ternary lms, the sharp diffraction peaks indicate high crys-
tallinity of MoS2. We observed the g-C3N4 peak from the TCN
and dual layered lms at 27.3�, which corresponds to the (002)
plane, indicating the inter-planar spacing of aromatic
systems.29 Due to the photoanode lm of the FTO substrate, the
diffraction peaks of the SnO2 phase were detected by XRD
analysis according to JCPDS no. 01-070-6995.30 We also used FT-
film, (b) TCN film, and (c) dual layered film, and cross-sectional images
s indicate interfaces between different layers).

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383 | 16377



Fig. 2 Characterization analysis of ternary film, TCN film and dual layered film. (a) X-ray diffraction, and (b) Fourier transform infrared and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy fitting data on dual layered film of (c) C 1s, (d) N 1s, (e) Mo 3d and (f) S 2p.
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IR to analyze the chemical molecular composition of the g-C3N4

structures. The ternary, bare TCN and dual layered lms
exhibited C–N heterocycles at wavenumbers 1577.8, 1399.6,
1313.2, 1131.8 cm�1, and s-triazine units at 806.8 cm�1. For the
ternary lm, it showed graphene-related FT-IR peaks of C–O–C,
C–O and C–OH at 1212.2, 1146.7 and 1057.1 cm�1, respectively
since the ternary structure is surrounded by sulfur/nitrogen-
doped graphene (SNG).31,32 As shown in Fig. 2(b), the g-C3N4

specic groups were shied when the TCN was coated on
ternary structures. The heterocycle rings of dual layered lm
were detected at 1577.9, 1400.5, 1312.9, 1124.3 cm�1, which we
attributed to the aromatic C]N and C–N stretching vibration.
Furthermore, s-triazine units for graphite-like sp2 bonding state
were presented at 804.9 cm�1 due to the breathing mode.33 The
broad peaks at 3400–3000 cm�1 denoted amine (N–H) and
hydroxyl (O–H) stretching modes.34 Based on the results of our
XRD and FT-IR analysis, the dual layered lm was well formed,
coating ternary structures with TCN.
16378 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383
To conrm the characterization of the g-C3N4 and ternary
structures of the dual layered lm, we carried out XPS tting
analysis to investigate the chemical bonding based on the
binding energy. In the C 1s spectrum (Fig. 2(c)), the main three
Gaussian peaks were deconvoluted at 291.1, 293.4 and 296.2 eV,
which we assigned to the graphitic carbon bonding of the C–C/
C]C, N atoms in the lattice of the g-C3N4 group with defect sp3

carbon atoms in C–N–C, and to sp2-hybridized carbon in the
triazine group of C–(N)3, respectively.35 The peak of the C–O
bond at 288.6 eV was attributed to the O2 species around the
sp2-hybridized carbon in the g-C3N4.36 The main peaks in the N
1s spectrum were assigned to sp2-hybridized N2 of C–N]C
(400.9 eV), and tertiary N2 of N–(C)3 (404.6 eV) and –NH2 (402.9
eV), as shown in Fig. 2(d).37 In particular, we made novel
observations of Mo–N bonding at 398.8 eV, which indicated the
deep heterojunction between g-C3N4 and MoS2.29 The obtained
main peaks for Mo4+ 3d5/2 andMo4+ 3d3/2 were centered at 229.1
and 232.4 eV, respectively, providing typical values of Mo4+
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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species, as shown in Fig. 2(e). The peaks were observed at
235.3 eV for Mo6+ 3d5/2 and 237.3 eV for Mo6+ 3d3/2, possibly due
to slight oxidation of the MoS2 surface into molybdenum oxide
(MoO3).38,39 Theoretically, XRD identies the crystalline phase of
the materials within its thickness of 10 mm from the surface
while XPS identies the oxidation state of the materials from
the chemical binding energies even with ultra-thin layer.40,41

Thus, slight oxidation of MoO3 from the surface of MoS2 was
estimated based on the detection of Mo6+ peaks from XPS
analysis although MoO3 was not detected in XRD analysis.42 The
peak was located at 225.9 eV, which we attributed to S 2s.
Fig. 2(f) indicates two strong peaks at 161.6 and 162.4 eV, cor-
responding to S 2p2/3 and S 2p1/3, respectively, in the S 2p
spectrum of the dual layered lm. Moreover, a broad peak was
observed at 162.8 eV, indicating bridged S2

2� or apical S2
�.43,44.

Therefore, these observations conrmed the successful forma-
tion of dual layered lm using ternary structures with TCN.
3.2 Optical properties for band diagram

We also assessed the optical properties of the samples to eval-
uate their absorbance properties with respect to their band gap
energy. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the ternary lm exhibited higher
absorption than TCN or dual layered lms in the UV-VIS region,
without band edges. Due to the black color of the lm, only the
ternary lm absorbed the entire light spectrum, while both the
TCN and dual layered lms exhibited a band edge in the visible
region at a wavelength of approximately 450 nm, suggesting
higher activity than bare ternary lm when exposed to light.
Moreover, the dual layered lm exhibited increased absorption
in the visible region compared to that of TCN lm. We calcu-
lated the band gap energies of the TCN and dual layered lms,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The band gap energy of the TCN lm
showed the typical bulk g-C3N4 band gap energy to be 2.56 eV.14

If the ternary structures and TCN were formed as a dual layer,
the band gap would obviously be shied into lower energy,
corresponding to our measured value of 1.64 eV. The photo-
luminescence (PL) was measured to obtain the recombination
of charge carrier status for the as-prepared lms under excita-
tion laser of 325 nm. As a result, there was no emission of PL
intensity observed from the ternary structure as shown in
Fig. S2.† The TCN lm exhibited the highest PL intensity, while
the dual layered lm exhibited the lowest PL intensity. Based on
our PL results (Fig. 3(c)), it can be seen that the dual layer
formed successful heterostructures between the ternary
composite and the TCN, promoting reduction of the recombi-
nation of photo-excited electron–hole pairs. We analyzed the
transient photocurrent to observe the responses of the samples
to visible irradiation. The photocurrent was measured by light-
chopping in on–off cycles. In Fig. 3(d), the TCN and dual layered
lm exhibited photocurrents of 0.5 and 12.6 mA, respectively.
When the light was on, both lms exhibited a steady-state
photocurrent.45 However, when the light was off, interestingly,
the photo-response of the dual layered lm was much slower
than that of the TCN. The slow photocurrent indicated superior
charge carrier separation, increasing the carrier lifetime. Thus,
the dual layered lm reduces the recombination rate through
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the interface between the ternary structures and TCN, yielding
a 25-fold improvement in the photo-response under visible
illumination.

To determine the band structure of the as-prepared lms,
at band potential was measured and plotted using Mott–
Schottky. As shown in Fig. 3(e), the TCN and dual layered lm
indicated positive slopes in the plots, suggesting n-type semi-
conductors. The at band potential of both TCN and dual
layered lm are shown to be independent of different
frequencies from the same x-intercept. The at band potentials
of TCN and dual layer are estimated to be –1.15 and �0.93 eV,
respectively. For the case of n-type semiconductors, the at
band potentials are equal to that of CB (conduction band) and
the estimated at potential value can be acted as the potential
for CB. According to the bandgap measurement with at band
potential, the VBs (valence bands) of TCN and dual layer were
calculated to be 1.41 and 0.71 eV, respectively. Finally, the band
diagram of TCN and dual layered lm was shown in Fig. 3(f),
conrming that dual layer can facilitate the electron and hole
pairs during the photocatalytic performances compared to that
of TCN lm due to its suitable band position.
3.3 Methylene blue photodegradation

The MB photodegradation of the as-fabricated photoanode
lms was carried out under visible light illumination.
Fig. S3(a)† shows the experimental set-up for photocatalytic
degradation with a xenon-arc lamp using >400 nm cut-off lter.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) demonstrate the MB pollutant absorbance of
TCN and dual layered lms against wavelengths between 600–
650 nm. The photocatalytic degradation activity began at 0 min
and continued up to full degradation at 300min. When the light
was illuminated, the photoanode lm started to remove the MB
pollutant over time. Commonly, bulk graphitic carbon nitride
has shown the adsorption properties or organic dyes even under
the dark condition. Due to its porous structure of graphitic
carbon nitride, the dye can be adsorbed easily on that of
surface.46 To verify the adsorption ability of as-prepared lms,
the photocatalytic performance was carried out under dark
condition for 30 min. Aer that, the adsorption ability was
clearly observed through optical absorbance analysis. As
a result, TCN lm has adsorbed 2.7% of the MB dye while the
dual layered lm showed much higher adsorption properties of
6.9% than that of TCN lm due to dual layer of porous struc-
ture. Therefore, the TCN lm has shown slight pollutant
removal until 300 min. When the TCN was coated onto the
ternary lm, resulting in a dual layer of heterostructured lm,
the MB degradation proceeded faster than when pure TCN lm
was used, removing the organic pollutant aer up to 300 min.
We assessed the kinetic rate constant by calculating the MB
concentration, which is plotted in Fig. 4(c). For comparison,
pure MB degradation was monitored without a photoanode lm
under the same conditions and the blank solution shows the
degradation results. Hence, MB degradation on photoanode
lms follows a pseudo-rst-order equation, called the Lang-
muir–Hinshelwood (L–H) mechanism.47 The L–Hmechanism is
dened as:
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383 | 16379



Fig. 3 Photoresponse analysis of (a) optical absorbance (inset; image of films), (b) calculated band gap energy, (c) photoluminescence of ternary
film, TCN film and dual layered film, and (d) transient photocurrent, (e) flat band potential analysis usingMott–Schottkymeasurement and (f) band
diagram of TCN film and dual layered film.
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�ln(C/C0) ¼ kt (1)

Based on eqn (1), �ln(C/C0) showed linear plots and k is the
kinetic rate constant (min�1) of the catalytic degradation
activity.48 The k value of the dual layered lm was calculated to
be 1.24 � 10�3 min�1, which was about four times higher than
that of TCN lm (0.34 � 10�3 min�1), as shown in Fig. 4(d). In
the case of the MB itself, the k value was calculated to be 0.07 �
10�3 min�1.

To study the photocatalytic mechanism in detail, the scav-
enger test of dual layer was carried out using EDTA$2Na (EDTA),
t-butanol (t-BuOH) and nitrogen (N2) as hole (h+) capture,
hydroxyl radical ($OH) and superoxide radical ($O2

�), respec-
tively under the same condition of the photocatalytic perfor-
mance as shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f). The N2 was added into MB
solution with dual layer, showing the similar degradation effi-
ciency of 53% compared to that of dual layered lm (61%). This
demonstrated that superoxide radical was negligible in the
photocatalytic reaction. However, when the t-BuOH and EDTA
16380 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383
were added into methylene blue solution, the degradation rate
of t-BuOH and EDTA decreased to lower the degradation effi-
ciencies to be 19% and 30%, respectively compared to those of
other scavengers. As a result, we can clearly see that h+ and $OH
were the main active species during the MB photocatalytic
degradation activity.

The detailed photodegradation process is explained as
follows: When visible light was irradiated onto the dual layered
lm, photoinduced electron and hole pairs were generated on
the surface of the dual layered lm. In the TCN conduction
band, the electron (e�) transferred from the valence band
reacted with the attached O2 molecules on the TCN surface to
produce O2 radicals, $O2

�. The $O2
� radicals eventually

degraded the MB dye into the water.49 Meanwhile, the hole (h+)
from the TCN valence band reacted with the OH in the aqueous
solution, producing $OH radicals. This then reacted with the
MB dye molecules via the oxidation reaction, degrading the
products into water.50 According to the photodegradation
results, the dual layered lm exhibited remarkable photo-
catalytic removal under MB pollutant, leading to effective
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 Photodegradation activity of methylene blue (MB) (a) TCN film, (b) dual layered film, (c) relative absorbance of MB degradation, (d)
logarithmic absorbance of MB with kinetic rate constant on pure MB solution, TCN, dual layer and (e) scavenger test, (f) degradation efficiency
based on scavenger test of w/o scavenger, N2, t-BuOH and EDTA under visible irradiation.
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separation of the photo-excited electron and hole pairs between
the ternary structures and TCN interface, further promoting
photo-redox reactions and the excellent removal of MB organic
pollutant on the surface of the TCN lm.
3.4 H2 evolution and EIS measurements

We investigated the hydrogen (H2) evolution in more detail to
evaluate the photoanode lm itself under visible light irradiation.
Fig. S3(b)† is the set-up for H2 evolution of the as-prepared lms
with a xenon-arc lamp using a > 400 nm cut-off lter. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the TCN and dual layered lms exhibited H2 production
over 5 hours. The dual layered lm exhibited lower activity than
the TCN lm when the gas was collected during the rst hour.
However, signicantly higher H2 activity occurred in the dual
layered lm than in the TCN lm aer 2 hours. Up to 5 hours, the
dual layered lm exhibited H2 production of 44.9 mmol, which is
almost four times higher than that of the TCN lm, of 11.1 mmol.
Aer 5 hours of reaction time in the case of TCN lm, the H2

evolution decreased slightly compared to the activity at 4 hours,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
suggesting both poor stability and photo-response. To assess the
stability of the dual layered lm, a recycling test was carried out
for 10 cycles and the results are shown in Fig. 5(b). For the same
experimental state, N2 gas was bubbled into the aqueous solution
and then Ar was purged into the reactor aer every cycle was
completed. During the repeatability test, we observed almost
stable H2 activities over 45 hours, except for a few cycles in which
H2 production decreased. Therefore, the dual layered lm
exhibited superior H2 production compared to the TCN lm over
time. This was due to the proper interaction between the ternary
structure and the TCN, enabling successful separation of charge
carriers under light irradiation.

Based on these H2 production results, we used EIS measure-
ments to measure the resistance of the photoanode lm, to
elucidate the relationship between the electrolyte and the heter-
ostructures of the as-prepared lm. The Nyquist plot usually
exhibits charge transfer resistance with an arc radius, as shown
in Fig. 5(c). The smaller semicircle of the dual layered lm was
observed to be �50 ohm cm2, while the larger plot of the TCN
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383 | 16381



Fig. 5 (a) Hydrogen (H2) evolution on TCN film and dual layered film, (b) H2 evolution recycle tests on dual layered film, (c) electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement on TCN film and dual layered film and (d) its possible mechanism.
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lm was observed to be �2500 ohm cm2 under visible light
irradiation, as shown in Fig. S2.† Thus, these EIS results conrm
that the dual layered lm successfully formed heterojunctions
with ternary structures/TCN, as expected, reducing the interface
resistance between these heterostructures and electrolyte.

Consequently, a possible mechanism can be inferred from the
H2 evolution, EIS measurements as shown in Fig. 5(d). When the
dual layered lm was illuminated by visible light, the electron–
hole pairs were generated on the surface of the ternary lm.
Initially, the electrons (e�) were photogenerated from TCN lm.
Aerwards, these electrons were shied to the Pt on the surface
of the TCN lm, producing H2 gas. Meanwhile, the photo-
induced holes (h+) from TCN lm were transferred to the
ternary structures and then FTO substrate. The remaining holes
in the valence band of the TCN lm were captured by the TEOA,
promoting H2 evolution.51,52 The interface between ternary
structures and TCN acted as channels to connect as hetero-
junctions as well as transportation of electron and hole pairs,
which both prohibits the recombination of photo-induced charge
carriers and promotes excellent photocatalytic activities. There-
fore, the dual layered lm effectively separated the electron–hole
pairs at the heterojunction interface, developing stable H2

evolution activity compared to bare TCN lm.
4. Conclusion

We designed two different composites of ternary structures,
HGCNF/MoS2/SNG and bulk g-C3N4 from a thiourea precursor
(TCN) prepared as a dual layered lm using a spin coating
method, for photo-responsible applications. The formation of
TCN-based dual layered lms on the ternary structures was well-
16382 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 16375–16383
characterized, and we identied the morphological structures
and individual chemical bonds. These simplied dual layered
structures revealed increasing absorption in the visible region,
with a decreased band gap energy compared to bare TCN lm.
Moreover, the dual layered lm reduced recombination rates and
produced a high photoresponse due to the effective charge
carrier separation, as demonstrated by our PL and transient
photocurrent analysis. Based on the characterization of the as-
prepared lms, the dual layered lm exhibited exceptional pho-
todegradation kinetic activity of 1.24 � 10�3 min�1 and H2

evolution of 44.9 mmol over 5 hours, with steady stability under
visible light irradiation for 45 hours. Furthermore, a low
impedance value of �50 ohm cm2 was observed in the dual
layered lm, suggesting that the interface between ternary
structures and bulk g-C3N4 reduced its resistance based on the
EIS measurement. Therefore, compared to bare TCN lm under
visible light, our photodegradation and H2 evolution results
indicate that the dual layered lm composed of ternary structures
and TCN improved the photo-response capabilities by facilitating
the effective separation of the photo-induced electron–hole pairs.
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